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This book offers comprehensive coverage of vessels that cruise the region and what they offer--

service, cabin details, amenities, passenger/crew ratio, dining options and itineraries. The

guide covers: Antigua, St. Lucia, Barbados, Dominica, Grenada, Puerto Rico, St. Martin,

Guadeloupe, St. Thomas & Martinique.The author tells you how to get the most out of your

8-10 hours in each port the ships will be calling on. Information covered includes taxi tours,

where to find the best shops, tour operators who are familiar with the ships' schedules and will

get you back to your ship on time. For most ports, suggested walking tours are detailed, and

out-of-town attractions are described as well.

About the AuthorBeverly Jenkins is the recipient of the 2017 Romance Writers of America Nora

Roberts Lifetime Achievement Award, as well as the 2016 Romantic Times Reviewers' Choice

Award for historical romance. She has been nominated for the NAACP Image Award in

Literature and was featured in the documentary Love between the Covers.Robin Eller is a

narrator, actress, singer, and dance educator. She has appeared on stage, in films, and on

such television programs as The Bernie Mac Show, The Bold and the Beautiful, and General

Hospital. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Review"Eller

conveys Hester's strength and Galen's determination and devotion with impressive clarity,

making each character a unique individual." ---AudioFile --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.Hester Wyatt is a free black woman who harbors runaway slaves.

Freedom fighter Black Daniel lands badly beaten on her doorstep. Hester finds herself

attracted to the arrogant man. Their time together proves short and his goodbye causes her

heartache. But not for long. He returns as Galen Vachon, a wealthy man accustomed to getting

what he wants, and he loves and wants Hester. He showers her with gifts and attention, but his

elite status means he can never marry her. She was once a slave, her stained indigo hands

proof of her lowly status. When a slave catcher threatens them both, the Black Daniel comes to

her rescue and forever captures her heart. A love story you won't want to miss; it touches the

heart and soul. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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Cruising the Eastern Caribbean: A Guide to the Ships & Ports of CallLaura & Diane

RappHunter Publishing, Inc.IntroductionWhat to Expect From Your CruiseThroughout my

experience working as a purser and shore excursions manager, I have dealt with a wide

assortment of passenger problems which can be attributed to misleading infor-mation, or the

lack of information, supplied by travel agents. Below, I have identified some important areas of

cruising that potential passengers should investigate before making reservations.Once you

have made the decision to take a cruise, the next step is to locate a qualified travel agent to

help you select the type of cruise that is right for you and your pocketbook. It is important to

find an agent knowledgeable about the cruise industry, who has a good reputation for booking

successful cruises.One of the best places to find specialty travel agencies is the travel section

of any major city newspaper or in the phone book. Friends or family members who have

recently taken a cruise are even better sources. Speak with the agent in person, rather than

only over the phone. A personal visit to the agent's office will also help you judge the

professional quality of the establishment.First, decide where you want to go. Next, select the

appropriate cruise line. It is important to read the fine print in the back of the brochures, which

offers information on things such as luggage insurance, cashing personal checks on board and

liability limitations of the cruise line. You should evaluate your budget as well as your stateroom

needs, including layout and amenities.StateroomsWhen choosing a stateroom from the ship's

plans, remember that the rooms vary in many ways, even though they may appear the same

on the plan. Cabins contain either two twin beds (that may or may not convert into one) or one

standard queen- or king-sized bed. The age of the ship can also contribute to the comfort of

the rooms, type of beds available and the overall condition of the cabins. Specialized cruise

lines, such as Seabourn and Renaissance, tend to offer larger staterooms with queen-sized

beds, but you have to be willing to pay for them. Newer ships have far fewer problems with their

rooms, although older ships have a certain style that is lacking in the modern megaships.

Fortunately, cruise lines have learned from their design mistakes over the years and standard

cabins in the majority of newer ships have two twin beds that convert into one. The older ships,

with a smaller percentage of cabins offering queen-sized beds or twin beds that convert, may

visit more ports of call to encourage bookings.Stateroom LayoutThe cabin layout is different

with every ship and individual cabin category. Once you have selected a cruise ship, you

should study the cabin arrangements in the brochure. If you are concerned about specific

needs, a good travel agent will make the necessary arrangements. You should consider the

following in order to avoid disappointment:Some "veranda" categories or outside cabins may

have obstructed views due to the ships lifeboat locations.Cabins below the main entertainment

deck or lounges may be subject to sound from above.To avoid seasickness, choose a cabin

midship, which will reduce the motion of the ocean.Passengers who suffer from claustrophobia

should select a cabin with an outside window. Be sure to tell the travel agent to specify the

medical problem when making the reservation.Honeymooners or anniversary couples should

be aware that most cabins have twin beds that convert into one. As mentioned above, on many

older ships the beds may not convert at all. Ask your travel agent to request a specific cabin

number with beds that suit your needs.If the cabin selection is important, have your travel

agent request at least three specific cabin numbers when making the reservation and get

confirmation of the cabin number. When your tickets arrive, check the cabin number you have

been assigned. If it is unsatisfactory, have the travel agent call the cruise line and make the

necessary adjustment. If your travel agent cannot secure the cabin reassignment, cancel the



reservation! This may sound extreme but, in most cases, the cruise will be fully booked and

cabin reassignment will not be an option.Special RatesIf you are not particularly concerned

with the category of the room, its size, or the type of beds, take full advantage of last-minute

bookings that can save money. The downside is that upgrades are not guaranteed.NOTE:

Travel agents are not employees of the cruise lines and cannot make promises regarding your

trip. There are no guarantees in the cruise industry, and requests for all cabin specifics, such

as beds and cabin layouts, are just that - requests.You must decide what is the most important

element of your vacation. If the concern is for a cabin type or bed configuration, select them

with care. If lower prices or special deals are most important, be satisfied with the cabin

assigned. Once you have made the cruise and cabin selection, the travel agent should submit

all the specific requests to the cruise line in writing.Life Aboard ShipAbsent-Minded

QuestionsWhat time is the midnight buffet?All too often cruise passengers ask ship personnel

some of the silliest questions. Fortunately, these passengers help to entertain the staff and

provide material for ship comedians like Lewis Nixon, who uses these questions in his comedy

act. The most often asked question directed to crew members is, "Do you actually live on the

ship?" Yes, all of the crew members have to live on board to work and serve cruise

passengers.I have collected a few of the funniest questions so that new cruisers reading this

book can avoid becoming the latest joke among crew staff members.Shore excursion

personnel have reported cruisers asking, "If I go snorkeling, will I get wet?"Never ask a ship's

engineer, "Does this ship run on generators?" Cruise ships have turbine steam engines (TSS)

or large motor engines (MS)."Do these stairs go up or down?" No comment.A dining room

waiter will die laughing if you ask, "What do you do with the ice carvings after they have

melted?"If you cruise to the port of Nassau in the Bahamas, think of this lady's story. When a

female passenger arrived in Nassau, she asked a crew member on the dock, "Where are all

the missiles?" The crew member looked at her strangely and said, "What missiles?" The lady

responded, "The missiles. I thought we were going to visit N.A.S.A."If you get the opportunity to

meet the captain, refrain from asking him, "If you are here, who is driving the ship?" The

captain is asked that question at least 20 times every cruise. The deck officers are the ones

who steer the ship (not drive it), and the captain oversees the docking procedures when

arriving or departing each port.Please refrain from asking the beauty salon, "How long does a

30-minute massage take?"The most amusing question was asked at sea, while the ship was

moving, "What altitude do you think we're at?" Sea level might be a good guess!Not all

questions are ridiculous, so if you have one, don't hesitate to ask a crew staff member. They

are there to assist you.Nautical TermsWhen you board the cruise ship, please refer to the

vessel as a ship, not a boat. Ships carry boats. When exploring the ship, remember the nautical

terms for the vessel.LANDLUBBER SAILORright side = starboardleft side = portfront =

bowrear = aft Boat drills are mandatory for all passengers and a requirement of law, so be sure

to attend promptly and give the ships' officers your full attention. This information may end up

saving your life in the event of an emergency.Authors' NoteDuring my time working aboard

cruise ships, it has become apparent to me that the questions most frequently asked by

passengers are not being answered by travel agents or ship lectures. Since cruise passengers

are usually allotted between eight and 10 hours for sightseeing and exploring in each port, they

need a guidebook specifically oriented to that time schedule. Cruising the Caribbean answers

the most basic and commonly asked island questions and lists detailed activities to help

travelers enjoy their Caribbean adventure.To keep the size of this guidebook small enough to

carry while exploring ashore, the islands featured in this edition were limited to the 10 most

frequented by cruise ships in the Windward and Leeward chains, plus Puerto Rico. The



chapters are presented in the same order as they appear on the Caribbean map from north to

south, beginning with Puerto Rico and ending with Grenada.Each island chapter supplies

information on history, shopping, transportation, shore excursions, beaches and sports

activities. The suggested taxi fares, tours, recommended beaches and shopping hints are

designed to assist in planning before arrival. Please keep in mind that prices and taxi fares

fluctuate from season to season. The rates given here should be used only as a

guideline.Chosen activities while on a cruise vary with each passenger. Remember that ship

casinos (and, sometimes, bars) close when the vessel is in port. We have formatted this

guidebook to correspond with the following activity categories:The Pier (amenities available at

the cruise ship pier area)In Town (shopping, historical walking tour) Transportation, Excursions

(taxi and rental car information, self-guided tours, organized tours & activities, beaches, island

activities, one-day itinerary)The Caribbean IslandsThe LandThe islands of the Caribbean were

formed by massive upheavals caused by earthquakes and volcanoes. Some islands are coral-

limestone mountains pushed up from the sea bottom, while others are mountains of volcanic

ash with fertile soil and rain forests.Coral islands, such as St. Thomas, Sint Maarten, Antigua

and Barbados, are surrounded by reefs teeming with exotic tropical fish. They are generally

less mountainous, and have a drier climate and less fertile soil than volcanic islands.

Vegetation on coral islands is thick, low-growing, hardy and drought-resistant. On these

islands, water can be scarce and may even be imported, water conservation is practiced,

rainwater collected and used, and fewer crops are grown. Coral islands have naturally

protected harbors and superb white sand beaches, attracting trade and tourism.Luxuriant

tropical vegetation and steep mountainous terrain are found only on those islands formed by

volcanic eruption, such as Dominica, St. Lucia, St. Kitts and Nevis. Volcanic fumaroles are

nature's pipelines, transporting water and minerals from the depths of the earth to irrigate the

craggy slopes of fertile soil. Mist continually clings to the tallest peaks, producing daily rain

showers that range in force from a sprinkle to a deluge. The rain dissipates quickly and dries in

the heat of the tropical sun, but it creates the dense rainforests, which make up the hothouses

of the Caribbean.Many varieties of plants were imported to the islands by settlers from all parts

of the globe, who were anxious to re-create an atmosphere reminiscent of home. Plants grow

so well in the rain forest that they become almost unrecognizable - taller, broader, greener and

producing more fruit. Small garden variety ferns become giant trees, flowering bushes produce

a profusion of blossoms and hothouse plants grow wild.Be sure to plan a hike into the rain

forest on at least one of the volcanic islands, arranging for a guide who knows the pathways

and can point out interesting plants. To truly appreciate the rain forest, head for its deepest

parts. Here you will discover a primeval atmosphere, you might hear the song of tree frogs,

taste pure spring water and swim in a pool beneath a cascading waterfall.TIP: For any rain

forest excursion, wear lightweight clothing that dries quickly, old tennis shoes or stable walking

shoes, and bring a hat (rather than an umbrella) for the occasional rain shower. After all, if it

doesn't rain in the rain forest, you've been cheated!Poisonous PlantsAlthough snakes have

been exterminated by the mighty mongoose, the islands are not entirely benign. Ask your

guide to point out a manchineel tree and a stinging nettle, two plants to be avoided. You may

never encounter these plants, but you should exercise caution when wandering through the

tropical vegetation.The manchineel tree produces a poisonous green fruit the size of a small

apple. A bite of the fruit will certainly hospitalize and very likely kill its victim. The Carib Indians

used the manchineel to poison war arrows and may be responsible for the tree's introduction to

the islands. Even the sap or rain dripping off its leaves can cause painful blisters.The stinging

nettle plant is more harmful than its cousin in the United States and Europe. Touching the



nettle's hairy leaves can create an irritating rash that will last for days and put a damper on any

vacation.Marine LifeWaters encircling volcanic and coral islands contain many of the same

fish, but the ocean plant life differs vastly. Volcanic islands produce soft corals, sponges and

sea fans that gently wave in the current, while underwater pinnacles formed by the volcanoes

soar hundreds of feet from the sea floor. The terrain can be as exotic under the water as it is on

land.The waters around coral islands contain magnificent staghorn and brain corals that take

thousands of years to grow. Diving around either type of island can be an exciting experience

on trips led by an expert who knows the reefs.TREAD LIGHTLYScuba divers and snorkelers

should remember that corals, sponges and sea fans are easily damaged by a careless kick

from a diver's fin or by touching them with bare, acidic skin. Most islands prohibit taking

anything from the sea bottom, so divers and snorkelers are urged to be careful and leave the

ocean floor as they found it for the pleasure of future divers.Avoid touching bright orange fire

corals or patches of orange or red growing on rocks and coral with your bare skin and do not

pick up or touch the feathery fire worms. These harmless-looking creatures are provided with

superb defensive mechanisms that can cause a painful rash or blisters, leaving the unwary

diver in severe pain.BeachesBeaches on volcanic islands often consist of dark volcanic sand

rather than the sparkling white sand associated with coral islands. Coral sand is amazingly cool

to the touch as it consists of millions of particles of pulverized coral. The parrot fish, a

multicolored fish named for the shape of its nose, which resembles a parrot's beak, is

responsible for the sand. Each fish produces up to two tons of sand annually by eating tiny

polyps - the living part of coral - and at the same time crunching pieces of indigestible hard

coral skeleton. The residue left after digestion is white sand.HistoryAn announcer on a booze

cruise in Grenada summed up Caribbean history in this way: "The Arawak Indians found

Grenada, liked it and settled in, but the Carib Indians came and kicked them out. Then the

Spanish came and kicked the Caribs out and the British came and kicked the Spanish out.

When the Cubans came, they kicked everyone out, so the Americans came and kicked the

Cubans out. Now we welcome the Americans to our beautiful little island." With some

variations, his explanation applies to all the islands of the Caribbean.IndiansRelics from the

first inhabitants of the Caribbean suggest the ancient Ciboney Indian tribes moved up the

island chain from South America as early as 3485 BC. Later, the Arawak Indians, an

agricultural tribe from South America, arrived, striving to escape their enemies, the fierce

Caribs. But the Carib Indians pursued the Arawaks and, when Columbus began exploring the

islands on his second voyage in 1493, the Caribs were the dominant tribe on many of the

islands.European InvasionThe Spanish claimed all islands of the Caribbean, whether they had

set foot on them or not. They concentrated their efforts in gathering gold and treasure from the

New World, so those islands with little treasure attracted less attention. The Spanish quickly

wiped out the remaining Arawaks, but when they used the same tactics on the Caribs, the

Indians fought back and successfully repelled the Spanish on some islands.By the 1600s other

European countries were lured by the prospect of wealth here. They established settlements

and claimed ownership of numerous Caribbean islands. During the next 200 years, Europeans

played "settlement ping pong," with islands seemingly changing flags to appease passing

warships. The French, Spanish and British were the major players, leaving the Dutch, Danish

and Germans to slip in wherever they could.Sugar - White Gold of the CaribbeanFew settlers

dreamed of making the islands their home; instead, they planned on staying long enough to

become wealthy before returning to Europe. But sugar trade changed the settlement picture.

Sugar became the "white gold" of the Caribbean and, to grow sugarcane profitably, large land

areas needed to be cultivated. Cheap labor was supplied by slaves. Establishment of



plantations made settlements in the islands more permanent. The European owners built grand

homes in European styles, planted formal gardens and fashioned European-style communities.

Slaves on the plantations occupied housing designed to be easily moved from place to place.

Later, these wooden "chattel houses" became the only property slaves owned. (See Chattel

House Village, Barbados, page 255.)Sugar prosperity ended in the early 1800s, when northern

sugar beet production was perfected and began to compete with island-grown sugarcane.

Finally, the emancipation of slaves marked the death of the sugarcane industry as a whole.

Most islands freed their slaves well before the United States and former slaves became the

basis for the majority of the population. Today, individual islands celebrate Emancipation Day

with festivals, often expanding into several days of Carnival, with jubilant dancing, parades and

calypso music.TourismSugarcane is currently produced on just a few Caribbean islands, but it

is an important ingredient in rum production, a thriving industry on many islands. While

volcanic islands with rich soil and a good water supply may depend on agriculture for a

majority of their national product, tourism is a hugely important industry in the Caribbean as a

whole. Islands which are less developed recognize the need to attract tourists and are studying

the preferred ways to utilize resources without destroying their land and culture.Many islands

have new cruise ports that have been built (or are in the planning stages) to provide special

cruise docking facilities. Island ports of call are offering more duty-free items from year to year

and are improving tourist attractions. Restored sugar mills have been incorporated into hotels

and restaurant buildings, while ruins of windmill towers dot the landscape, creating an

atmosphere of romance and nostalgia. Rain forests are protected by conservationist

governments, while guided tours into the primeval atmosphere stimulate the sense of

adventure and excitement for city dwellers on vacation. Artificial reefs are created by

intentionally sinking old ships and laws have been enacted to protect fragile coral and other

marine life, while encouraging scuba diving and snorkeling enthusiasts.As the cruise industry

expands, introducing new ships and more options for the tourist, new island adventures and

attractions emerge. Repeat cruisers may see an island they have already visited in a different

way, and islands which were previously inaccessible may emerge as exceptional new tropical

destinations.LanguageA close relationship exists between England, Canada, America and the

Caribbean islands. The official language on most islands is English and, even where it is not,

many islanders learn English as a second language to accommodate tourists. American

passengers have no difficulty bargaining or asking directions in English.TIP: When visiting

French islands, such as Martinique or Guadeloupe, you may wish to use a pocket language

guide to assist with basic communication.Creole, also called Patois, is a West Indian slang

spoken in the Caribbean. The dialect changes from island to island - and sometimes from

village to village on the same island - but the basic slang is understood all over the Caribbean.

Patois blends French, English, Dutch, African and West Indian words, all spoken in a lilting,

musical manner unique to the islands.HolidaysThe Windward and Leeward islands are made

up of separate countries that celebrate unique holidays, including Independence Day,

Emancipation Day and special days or weeks set aside for Carnival. Standard international

holidays, such as New Year's Day, Christmas and Boxing Day (the day after Christmas) are

also cause for celebration.If cruise ships arrive in port during a holiday, a few stores will remain

open for shopping. Even if stores close on a holiday, the beaches are open and taxi drivers are

available to transport you around the island for sightseeing or exploring. If shopping or visiting

a particular museum on an island is important to you, check the island's special holidays

before booking a cruise. In each island chapter, we give you an idea of whether merchants are

likely to be closed on a particular holiday and provide a list of basic holidays, but we do not list



specific dates, as these may change from year to year. If a holiday falls on a weekend, banks,

museums and government offices may close on either Monday or Friday.What You'll Find in

Each ChapterWeb AddressesThe Internet has become an integral part of society and the

Caribbean is no exception. In this edition we took a look at websites established by island

tourist boards, and describe the information we uncovered. E-mail addresses and websites are

listed with the recommended businesses and tour operators in each chapter. You should take

time to surf the Web and look for excursions that suit your needs. Prices and conditions

change, and we recommend that you contact tour operators for current prices before your

arrival.The PierEach island has a pier to accommodate commercial vessels, or has specially

designed terminals for cruise ships. Some have narrow wooden piers stretching out from the

land to meet ships, while others have cement docking areas next to town where ships can pull

alongside, allowing easy disembarkation. Occasionally, ships anchor in the harbor and run

passengers ashore by small motorized boats, called tenders.Piers offer a variety of amenities

that may include shops, telephones, island information centers and taxi stations. Each island

chapter outlines the facilities at the pier, with tips on the walking distance to town and special

amenities found in the port area.Pier PhonesAll cruise ship ports offer phones for local and US

calls. Calling Stations are offices where you can make long-distance calls from private booths,

but these are available only in the larger ports. Fees can be paid in cash, by traveler's checks,

or charged to a credit card.AT&T has a long distance service (called USA Direct) for their card

holders. This service is available on clearly marked telephones, or by dialing a special number

from regular pay phones. Specifics are given in the Pier Phones section in each island chapter.

Some islands also have a phone card system where the caller can purchase a phone card in

the local currency in $10, $20 or $40 denominations. These colorful cards are available at the

cruise terminals and make a good souvenir. Phone card machines are clearly identified and

instructions for placing a call are printed directly on the telephone.TIP: The cost to place a call

to the US is between $2 and $5 (this is to connect only, no talk time), so purchase a card with

sufficient credit.Calls to the US become more expensive as you travel farther south and are

very expensive in the French islands. The location of phones for cruise passengers and the

types of phone systems available are covered in the island chapters.Many wireless phone

companies offer service in the Caribbean islands. Before leaving on your cruise, check with

your provider to temporarily add the Caribbean to your service. The extra cost may be a

fraction of the long-distance or ship-to-shore charges you would otherwise accumulate.Phone

calls from the French islands, Barbados and Sint Maarten are the most expensive.In

TownMoney MattersMany stores, restaurants and taxi drivers accept and return change in US

currency. However, some islands will give you change only in their own currency. It's best to

carry small denominations of US dollars to avoid ending up with a pocketful of foreign coins.

You can change foreign bills to US dollars at banks and international airports, but coins are not

accepted. It is advantageous to use credit cards for most expenses to avoid exchange issues.

In addition, card companies offer the best exchange rates.To avoid carrying cash on vacation,

read the fine print in your cruise ship brochure concerning the policies for cashing traveler's

checks, personal checks or obtaining cash advances on credit cards. Most ships have limited

cash resources, but banks in the larger ports of call can usually accommodate passengers. In

an emergency, casinos often have credit card machines where you can secure a cash

advance. Remember to set aside sufficient cash to tip shipboard personnel at the end of the

trip.Individual island chapters that follow contain currency information, approximate exchange

rates, the location of banks and their banking hours. Antigua, Barbados, St. Kitts, Nevis,

Dominica and Grenada all accept Eastern Caribbean (EC) currency, so any change received in



EC on one island can be used on the next island.

The LandThe islands of the Caribbean were formed by massive upheavals caused by

earthquakes and volcanoes. Some islands are coral-limestone mountains pushed up from the

sea bottom, while others are mountains of volcanic ash with fertile soil and rain forests.Coral

islands, such as St. Thomas, Sint Maarten, Antigua and Barbados, are surrounded by reefs

teeming with exotic tropical fish. They are generally less mountainous, and have a drier climate

and less fertile soil than volcanic islands. Vegetation on coral islands is thick, low-growing,

hardy and drought-resistant. On these islands, water can be scarce and may even be

imported, water conservation is practiced, rainwater collected and used, and fewer crops are

grown. Coral islands have naturally protected harbors and superb white sand beaches,

attracting trade and tourism.Luxuriant tropical vegetation and steep mountainous terrain are

found only on those islands formed by volcanic eruption, such as Dominica, St. Lucia, St. Kitts

and Nevis. Volcanic fumaroles are nature's pipelines, transporting water and minerals from the

depths of the earth to irrigate the craggy slopes of fertile soil. Mist continually clings to the

tallest peaks, producing daily rain showers that range in force from a sprinkle to a deluge. The

rain dissipates quickly and dries in the heat of the tropical sun, but it creates the dense

rainforests, which make up the hothouses of the Caribbean.Many varieties of plants were

imported to the islands by settlers from all parts of the globe, who were anxious to re-create an

atmosphere reminiscent of home. Plants grow so well in the rain forest that they become

almost unrecognizable - taller, broader, greener and producing more fruit. Small garden variety

ferns become giant trees, flowering bushes produce a profusion of blossoms and hothouse

plants grow wild.Be sure to plan a hike into the rain forest on at least one of the volcanic

islands, arranging for a guide who knows the pathways and can point out interesting plants. To

truly appreciate the rain forest, head for its deepest parts. Here you will discover a primeval

atmosphere, you might hear the song of tree frogs, taste pure spring water and swim in a pool

beneath a cascading waterfall.TIP: For any rain forest excursion, wear lightweight clothing that

dries quickly, old tennis shoes or stable walking shoes, and bring a hat (rather than an

umbrella) for the occasional rain shower. After all, if it doesn't rain in the rain forest, you've

been cheated!Poisonous PlantsAlthough snakes have been exterminated by the mighty

mongoose, the islands are not entirely benign. Ask your guide to point out a manchineel tree

and a stinging nettle, two plants to be avoided. You may never encounter these plants, but you

should exercise caution when wandering through the tropical vegetation.The manchineel tree

produces a poisonous green fruit the size of a small apple. A bite of the fruit will certainly

hospitalize and very likely kill its victim. The Carib Indians used the manchineel to poison war

arrows and may be responsible for the tree's introduction to the islands. Even the sap or rain

dripping off its leaves can cause painful blisters.The stinging nettle plant is more harmful than

its cousin in the United States and Europe. Touching the nettle's hairy leaves can create an

irritating rash that will last for days and put a damper on any vacation.Marine LifeWaters

encircling volcanic and coral islands contain many of the same fish, but the ocean plant life

differs vastly. Volcanic islands produce soft corals, sponges and sea fans that gently wave in

the current, while underwater pinnacles formed by the volcanoes soar hundreds of feet from

the sea floor. The terrain can be as exotic under the water as it is on land.The waters around

coral islands contain magnificent staghorn and brain corals that take thousands of years to

grow. Diving around either type of island can be an exciting experience on trips led by an

expert who knows the reefs.TREAD LIGHTLYScuba divers and snorkelers should remember

that corals, sponges and sea fans are easily damaged by a careless kick from a diver's fin or



by touching them with bare, acidic skin. Most islands prohibit taking anything from the sea

bottom, so divers and snorkelers are urged to be careful and leave the ocean floor as they

found it for the pleasure of future divers.Avoid touching bright orange fire corals or patches of

orange or red growing on rocks and coral with your bare skin and do not pick up or touch the

feathery fire worms. These harmless-looking creatures are provided with superb defensive

mechanisms that can cause a painful rash or blisters, leaving the unwary diver in severe

pain.BeachesBeaches on volcanic islands often consist of dark volcanic sand rather than the

sparkling white sand associated with coral islands. Coral sand is amazingly cool to the touch

as it consists of millions of particles of pulverized coral. The parrot fish, a multicolored fish

named for the shape of its nose, which resembles a parrot's beak, is responsible for the sand.

Each fish produces up to two tons of sand annually by eating tiny polyps - the living part of

coral - and at the same time crunching pieces of indigestible hard coral skeleton. The residue

left after digestion is white sand.HistoryAn announcer on a booze cruise in Grenada summed

up Caribbean history in this way: "The Arawak Indians found Grenada, liked it and settled in,

but the Carib Indians came and kicked them out. Then the Spanish came and kicked the

Caribs out and the British came and kicked the Spanish out. When the Cubans came, they

kicked everyone out, so the Americans came and kicked the Cubans out. Now we welcome the

Americans to our beautiful little island." With some variations, his explanation applies to all the

islands of the Caribbean.IndiansRelics from the first inhabitants of the Caribbean suggest the

ancient Ciboney Indian tribes moved up the island chain from South America as early as 3485

BC. Later, the Arawak Indians, an agricultural tribe from South America, arrived, striving to

escape their enemies, the fierce Caribs. But the Carib Indians pursued the Arawaks and, when

Columbus began exploring the islands on his second voyage in 1493, the Caribs were the

dominant tribe on many of the islands.European InvasionThe Spanish claimed all islands of the

Caribbean, whether they had set foot on them or not. They concentrated their efforts in

gathering gold and treasure from the New World, so those islands with little treasure attracted

less attention. The Spanish quickly wiped out the remaining Arawaks, but when they used the

same tactics on the Caribs, the Indians fought back and successfully repelled the Spanish on

some islands.By the 1600s other European countries were lured by the prospect of wealth

here. They established settlements and claimed ownership of numerous Caribbean islands.

During the next 200 years, Europeans played "settlement ping pong," with islands seemingly

changing flags to appease passing warships. The French, Spanish and British were the major

players, leaving the Dutch, Danish and Germans to slip in wherever they could.Sugar - White

Gold of the CaribbeanFew settlers dreamed of making the islands their home; instead, they

planned on staying long enough to become wealthy before returning to Europe. But sugar trade

changed the settlement picture. Sugar became the "white gold" of the Caribbean and, to grow

sugarcane profitably, large land areas needed to be cultivated. Cheap labor was supplied by

slaves. Establishment of plantations made settlements in the islands more permanent. The

European owners built grand homes in European styles, planted formal gardens and fashioned

European-style communities. Slaves on the plantations occupied housing designed to be easily

moved from place to place. Later, these wooden "chattel houses" became the only property

slaves owned. (See Chattel House Village, Barbados, page 255.)Sugar prosperity ended in the

early 1800s, when northern sugar beet production was perfected and began to compete with

island-grown sugarcane. Finally, the emancipation of slaves marked the death of the sugarcane

industry as a whole. Most islands freed their slaves well before the United States and former

slaves became the basis for the majority of the population. Today, individual islands celebrate

Emancipation Day with festivals, often expanding into several days of Carnival, with jubilant



dancing, parades and calypso music.TourismSugarcane is currently produced on just a few

Caribbean islands, but it is an important ingredient in rum production, a thriving industry on

many islands. While volcanic islands with rich soil and a good water supply may depend on

agriculture for a majority of their national product, tourism is a hugely important industry in the

Caribbean as a whole. Islands which are less developed recognize the need to attract tourists

and are studying the preferred ways to utilize resources without destroying their land and

culture.Many islands have new cruise ports that have been built (or are in the planning stages)

to provide special cruise docking facilities. Island ports of call are offering more duty-free items

from year to year and are improving tourist attractions. Restored sugar mills have been

incorporated into hotels and restaurant buildings, while ruins of windmill towers dot the

landscape, creating an atmosphere of romance and nostalgia. Rain forests are protected by

conservationist governments, while guided tours into the primeval atmosphere stimulate the

sense of adventure and excitement for city dwellers on vacation. Artificial reefs are created by

intentionally sinking old ships and laws have been enacted to protect fragile coral and other

marine life, while encouraging scuba diving and snorkeling enthusiasts.As the cruise industry

expands, introducing new ships and more options for the tourist, new island adventures and

attractions emerge. Repeat cruisers may see an island they have already visited in a different

way, and islands which were previously inaccessible may emerge as exceptional new tropical

destinations.LanguageA close relationship exists between England, Canada, America and the

Caribbean islands. The official language on most islands is English and, even where it is not,

many islanders learn English as a second language to accommodate tourists. American

passengers have no difficulty bargaining or asking directions in English.TIP: When visiting

French islands, such as Martinique or Guadeloupe, you may wish to use a pocket language

guide to assist with basic communication.Creole, also called Patois, is a West Indian slang

spoken in the Caribbean. The dialect changes from island to island - and sometimes from

village to village on the same island - but the basic slang is understood all over the Caribbean.

Patois blends French, English, Dutch, African and West Indian words, all spoken in a lilting,

musical manner unique to the islands.HolidaysThe Windward and Leeward islands are made

up of separate countries that celebrate unique holidays, including Independence Day,

Emancipation Day and special days or weeks set aside for Carnival. Standard international

holidays, such as New Year's Day, Christmas and Boxing Day (the day after Christmas) are

also cause for celebration.If cruise ships arrive in port during a holiday, a few stores will remain

open for shopping. Even if stores close on a holiday, the beaches are open and taxi drivers are

available to transport you around the island for sightseeing or exploring. If shopping or visiting

a particular museum on an island is important to you, check the island's special holidays

before booking a cruise. In each island chapter, we give you an idea of whether merchants are

likely to be closed on a particular holiday and provide a list of basic holidays, but we do not list

specific dates, as these may change from year to year. If a holiday falls on a weekend, banks,

museums and government offices may close on either Monday or Friday.What You'll Find in

Each ChapterWeb AddressesThe Internet has become an integral part of society and the

Caribbean is no exception. In this edition we took a look at websites established by island

tourist boards, and describe the information we uncovered. E-mail addresses and websites are

listed with the recommended businesses and tour operators in each chapter. You should take

time to surf the Web and look for excursions that suit your needs. Prices and conditions

change, and we recommend that you contact tour operators for current prices before your

arrival.The PierEach island has a pier to accommodate commercial vessels, or has specially

designed terminals for cruise ships. Some have narrow wooden piers stretching out from the



land to meet ships, while others have cement docking areas next to town where ships can pull

alongside, allowing easy disembarkation. Occasionally, ships anchor in the harbor and run

passengers ashore by small motorized boats, called tenders.Piers offer a variety of amenities

that may include shops, telephones, island information centers and taxi stations. Each island

chapter outlines the facilities at the pier, with tips on the walking distance to town and special

amenities found in the port area.Pier PhonesAll cruise ship ports offer phones for local and US

calls. Calling Stations are offices where you can make long-distance calls from private booths,

but these are available only in the larger ports. Fees can be paid in cash, by traveler's checks,

or charged to a credit card.AT&T has a long distance service (called USA Direct) for their card

holders. This service is available on clearly marked telephones, or by dialing a special number

from regular pay phones. Specifics are given in the Pier Phones section in each island chapter.

Some islands also have a phone card system where the caller can purchase a phone card in

the local currency in $10, $20 or $40 denominations. These colorful cards are available at the

cruise terminals and make a good souvenir. Phone card machines are clearly identified and

instructions for placing a call are printed directly on the telephone.TIP: The cost to place a call

to the US is between $2 and $5 (this is to connect only, no talk time), so purchase a card with

sufficient credit.Calls to the US become more expensive as you travel farther south and are

very expensive in the French islands. The location of phones for cruise passengers and the

types of phone systems available are covered in the island chapters.Many wireless phone

companies offer service in the Caribbean islands. Before leaving on your cruise, check with

your provider to temporarily add the Caribbean to your service. The extra cost may be a

fraction of the long-distance or ship-to-shore charges you would otherwise accumulate.Phone

calls from the French islands, Barbados and Sint Maarten are the most expensive.In

TownMoney MattersMany stores, restaurants and taxi drivers accept and return change in US

currency. However, some islands will give you change only in their own currency. It's best to

carry small denominations of US dollars to avoid ending up with a pocketful of foreign coins.

You can change foreign bills to US dollars at banks and international airports, but coins are not

accepted. It is advantageous to use credit cards for most expenses to avoid exchange issues.

In addition, card companies offer the best exchange rates.To avoid carrying cash on vacation,

read the fine print in your cruise ship brochure concerning the policies for cashing traveler's

checks, personal checks or obtaining cash advances on credit cards. Most ships have limited

cash resources, but banks in the larger ports of call can usually accommodate passengers. In

an emergency, casinos often have credit card machines where you can secure a cash

advance. Remember to set aside sufficient cash to tip shipboard personnel at the end of the

trip.Individual island chapters that follow contain currency information, approximate exchange

rates, the location of banks and their banking hours. Antigua, Barbados, St. Kitts, Nevis,

Dominica and Grenada all accept Eastern Caribbean (EC) currency, so any change received in

EC on one island can be used on the next island.NOTE: Effective in January, 2002, the French

West Indies - St. Martin, Guadeloupe, Martinique and St. Barts (not covered in this book) - will

use the Euro dollar. See individual island chapters for more specific details.ValuablesCruise

ships often have safety deposit boxes where you can store valuables, credit cards, traveler's

checks and extra cash. Although cabin stewards and other ships personnel value their jobs and

can generally be trusted to protect personal items left in a stateroom, we recommend you store

cameras, jewelry and cash out of sight if leaving them in your cabin. Avoid leaving jewelry in an

ash tray, under trash on a counter or in the bathroom. Busy cabin stewards dump trash and tidy

rooms very quickly and may not notice a stray piece of jewelry in an odd location.To avoid

attracting the attention of thieves while exploring on land, don't wear excessive jewelry or carry



expensive cameras. Carry small bills to pay for taxis and take only one credit card and a few

traveler's checks on an excursion. Taking precautions eliminates risks and ensures the peace

of mind necessary to enjoy a vacation.PostageSt. Thomas and Puerto Rico are the only

islands that are part of the US and use the US postal system. There, you can mail postcards or

letters with US postage. Elsewhere, you need to purchase island stamps. As a convenience,

stamps are often available at the purser's office or information desk on cruise ships. If you want

to purchase your own stamps, we give the location of post offices and the price of postcard

stamps in each chapter.NOTE: Stamp collectors should not miss the Philatelic Bureaus on

islands such as Dominica, St. Kitts and Grenada.Historical Walking Tours, Museums & SitesOn

the islands of Puerto Rico, St. Thomas and Grenada, historical walking tours are outlined and

accompanied by maps. Other island chapters provide information about significant buildings,

forts and museums worth seeing, although some may require a taxi for transportation to the

site.ShoppingThe allure of buying jewelry, china and myriad foreign goods at half the cost of

home has caused many husbands to spend their vacations lugging shopping bags through

store after store behind wide-eyed wives waiving credit cards at every clerk. An exaggeration,

perhaps, but the phenomenon of duty-free shopping has created an entirely new industry in

the islands.What does duty-free really mean? Simply stated, import taxes (duty) normally

added to the price on foreign goods are waived. Some islands waive the duty only for tourists

and require identification when purchasing goods; you need to carry your ship's boarding pass,

passport or driver's license while shopping. Specific information regarding the best duty-free

shopping area and how to ensure a duty-free price is given in each chapter.The amount of

savings from duty-free shopping depends on the amount of duty charged at home. Do any of

us know how much that is? Smart shoppers will do some research before the cruise and jot

down prices of specific items they wish to buy. Another place to compare prices is at shops in

the embarkation port of Puerto Rico, where many ships leave and return. Puerto Rico is an

American port, but offers duty-free items. Knowing you will return to Puerto Rico at the end of

your cruise, you can bargain for the best price on an item during your trip.Good buys still exist,

but don't assume everything is a bargain. Ask where the merchandise was manufactured. If the

item was made in the United States, then it is cheaper at home. If it was manufactured in

Europe or Japan, there may be a great savings over US prices. The very best bargains may be

on goods actually produced on the island, so stores offering such products are listed in each

chapter.Here are some suggestions to prepare you for a successful shopping adventure:Make

a list of specific items you want to buy and establish a maximum price range. Having a price

limit makes bargaining easier.Visit shops at home and write down prices of name-brand

merchandise you expect to find in the Caribbean. This may be the most valuable time you

spend before your trip and will give you confidence when bargaining.Check the price per gram

of gold before you leave home and compare it with island prices. Island jewelers may also be

able to give great tips on looking for quality gemstones. Unset stones purchased in the

Caribbean are not added to your US duty allotment and your local jeweler can mount them in a

setting when you return home.When entering a duty-free store (which may sell watches, T-

shirts, jewelry, souvenirs or liquor), look for items on your list. Narrow your focus and you will

not feel overwhelmed by the abundance of merchandise.On the larger islands, visit major

stores like Colombian Emeralds and Little Switzerland first to get a sense of their quality and

prices. These stores have a set discount with no bargaining, so you will know the top price

range when entering other shops. Smaller stores often carry the older styles in name-brand

watches, crystal or ceramics, while the major stores carry the newest models available. (See

Major Duty-Free Stores, page 20.)Buy film, batteries, bug repellent, sunscreen, medications



and hair products at home, where they are much less expensive.Shops Featured In Each

ChapterShopping can be tedious if the same merchandise is offered from island-to-island. To

make you aware of unique purchases, our Shopping sections focus on establishments that

carry island-made products or unusual items. The jewelry stores we list have specially

designed pieces and often repair and make their own jewelry on the premises. All shops listed

in this book are accessible by walking or taking a short taxi ride from the pier. Exceptional

shopping opportunities farther out on the island are described in the Excursions section for

passengers using a taxi or rental car to explore.Don't assume that shopping is good only on

Puerto Rico, St. Thomas and Sint Maarten. Smaller islands offer quite reasonable prices and

the shopping may also prove to be more pleasant. The following is a list of best buys for

specific islands.Best BuysGold St. Thomas, Sint MaartenWatches St. Thomas, Sint

MaartenElectronics, cameras St. Thomas, Sint MaartenTablecloths, linens St. Kitts, St.

Thomas, Sint MaartenSilver & coral jewelry St. Kitts and AntiguaBatik clothing St. Kitts and St.

LuciaCoconut soap products DominicaImported perfume/cosmetics . .Martinique,

Guadeloupe& French St. MartinIsland-made perfume Grenada and St. LuciaSpices

GrenadaHandicrafts Barbados and DominicaCrystal, china St. Thomas, Sint Maarten,

BarbadosHandmade clothing Sint Maarten, St. Lucia, St. KittsStraw mats, baskets

DominicaJams, jellies Dominica, Antigua, GrenadaPassion fruit products Dominica
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Darrell Williams, “Excellent!. Very well written and useful descriptions. My only complaint is

repetition of the same phrases in descriptions. Good reading though”

Bob, “Four Stars. both interesting and useful, especially info on ports of call.”
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